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"Hannah's Law" is a Hallmark Original movie premiering on Hallmark Movie Channel on Saturday. June 9, 2012 at 8 p.m. ET/PT 7 C. 
Hannah, played by Sara Canning, is a strong willed heroine on a mission to avenge the deaths of her family members at the hands of 
western outlaws. 
 
Hannah is a fictional character surrounded by legendary characters of the western era, including lawman Wyatt Earp, gunfighter Doc 
Holliday, and the first female, African-American mail carrier Mary Fields, aka “Stagecoach Mary.” Together they take a stand for justice 
in Dodge City, Kanses. 
 
“Hannahʼs Law” stars Sara Canning (“The Vampire Diaries”) as Hannah, Greyston Holt (“Durham County”) as the legendary Wyatt 
Earp, Kimberly Elise (“For Colored Girls”) as the ever-reliable Stagecoach Mary, four-time Emmy® Award nominee Danny Glover 
(“Freedom Song,” “Mandela”) as Isom Dart, Billy Zane (“Titanic”) as Lockwood, Ryan Kennedy (“Hellcats”) as the infamous Doc 
Holliday and John Pyper-Ferguson (“Caprica”) plays Frank McMurphy. 
 
The movie starts with a peaceful family scene on the frontier which turns violent. Naughty Hannah is hiding from her parents to get out 
of washing dishes. A gang of outlaws rides up and shoots Hannah's parents while she looks on from her hiding place in the loft of the 
barn. 
 
Several years later Hannah is a tough minded bounty hunter driven by a soul-consuming mission to track down and bring to justice the 
McMurphy gang who killed her family. 
 
Comfortable as a mercenary, Hannahʼs fierce independence keeps the people in her life at a distance. Isom Dart (Danny Glover) is the 
father figure who taught Hannah everything he knows about shooting and hunting men. A young Wyatt Earp (Greyston Holt) is the town 
lawman who is smitten with Hannah. Mysterious Doc Holliday (Ryan Kennedy) is the bad boy gambler that Hannah is attracted to. 
Hannahʼs best friend is Stagecoach Mary (Kimberly Elise). 
 
When Hannah and her friends prove to the McMurphy gang that getting into Dodge is easy, but getting out will be hell, a shocking 
secret is revealed that will change Hannahʼs life forever. 
 


